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It is rapidly becoming in^xjssible for the South End to serve as a

home for large numbers of low-income families and individuals, a role the
area has played for over 60 years.

During the past ten years, property values in the area have spiralled
upward as the middle-class "Urbanites" have begun to move in. At the same

time, thousands of low-rent housing units have been demolished, through
market forces as well as public action. The result is a sharp squeeze on
the low-income housing supply. This squeeze can only tighten during the
remaining 5 years of the Boston Redevelopment Authority's 7-year "South Qad
Renewal Plan."

The Plan's purpose is to bring more middle- and upper-income people
into the South End, a goal which supports the directions in which the South
End is moving as a result of existing market forces. The Plan also states
that the people displaced by the renewal project will be provided with stan-
dard housing which they can afford, to be located in the South End if
the family so desires. It now seems clear that the BRA cannot realize both
of its stated objectives.

It is the South End's low-income residents who now face permanent
displacement from the area. Most of the 5215 units which the BRA will tear
down (108U of which are in standard condition), have provided low-rent
housing for the South Ehd's poorer residents. Many South End residents will
not be able to afford any of the housing which is projected for the "new South
End, " The number of relocatees who qualify for public housing is 2368. The
total public housing in the Plan is only 11 DO, and it is evident that for
hundreds of families even the minimiun public housing rents would be too high.

No new moderate-rent .221(d)(3) housing will be available for at least
2 years, various rental assistance programs have met persistent delays, and
reliabilitation progress is extremely limited. Even if the Plan could
eventually provide housing within the reach of all residents, there is a

crucial time lag between tearing down housing and replacing it.

Grave problems also exist in finding homes for South Bad relocatees
outside the South End, The BRA has suggested outlying "Improvement Areas"
as ideal for relocation, but the Authority has also admitted that lower
income housing in these areas is new "relatively unavailable.

"

Based on the results of this study, UPA recommends that the following
steps be taken:

(1) That land takings in the South End be halted until the BRA can
demonstrate with up-to-date figures that adequate relocation housing exists.

(2) That the South End Renewal Plan be modified to provide for an
increased number of low-income "housing units,

(3) That BRA and other city agencies mount a special program to ensure
that properties designated for future acquisition not be allowed to deteriorate
to the point where tenants are forced out before adequate replacement housing
is available.

(U) That a city ordnance be passed to require all private developers who
displace households for piirposes of rehabilitation or demDiition to pay a
relocation allowance,

(5) That households already relocated without assistance be traced by
the Relocation Office and receive priority for replacement housing in the South
End if they wish it.

(6) That the BRA and its relocation agency launch an intensive campaign
to inform all residents about its new policies on acquisition and relocation.

(7) That BRA provide increased assistance to low- and moderate -income
families in gaining home ownership.

(8) That special programs of financial assistance be developed for the
hundreds of relocatees who can not afford even minimum public -housing rents.
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URBAN RENEWAL'S EFFECT ON LOW-DJCOME HOUSINa
IN BOSTON'S SOUTH END

I PURPOSE

This study has been undertaken with two principal aims in mind:

(1) To examine the ongoing South End Urban Renewal Project, along with

other developments within and affecting the area, and to assess its effect upon

the availability of adequate housing for low-income South End residents^-

(2) To recommend corrective action to eliminate any deficiencies found in

the current or projected supply of housing available to low-income residents of

the South End,

II TRENDS IN THE SOUTH .JIJD; AN CVER7IEW

The South End began its existence in the eighteen fifties as a carefully

planned residential area consisting mainly of elegant townhouses. Since tumbling

from its initial perch of "high respectability" during the late l800's, the South

End has served at least three functions of significance to Boston. First,, it has

been a chief port of entry for successive waves of immigrants, offering them a cheap

place to live and a convenient location from which to try to find work. (Recent

incoming groups have been Southern Negroes and Puerto Ricans). Some groiips have

stayed and established themselves in the South End as stable contimiing communities,

such as the Syrians and Greeks. Others later have scattered to other parts of the

city and surrounding areas in response to various economic and social factors.

Second, the South Qid has provided a haven for those already in the city, who,

for many different reasons, just "haven't made it," economically and socially.

Today in the South End there are several thousand alcoholics; 10,000 or more lodgers,

mostly poor and many of them elderly; and uncounted numbers of transients and

"night people," for example, those engaged in prostitution, dope peddling, and book-

making (1, p. 115). The private and public services available within the South End

1. In later reports, UFA may deal with aspects other than housing,

2. Read as page 115 in reference #1,
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have been well-suited to the needs of a low-income population: small service shops

(selling used clothing and furniture, inexpensive meals, cheap produce and cuts of

meat, etc.), relatively good transportation to sources of employment throughout the

city, and a variety of social agencies (settlement houses, missions, and even a

recent program for alcoholics).

Third, the South End has provided jobs for around 17,000 workers, most of

them unskilled or semi-skilled and many of them South Bad residents. Thousands

of families and individuals in the South End are supported by jobs within the com-

munity. The Boston City Hospital and Boston University Medical Center are two of

the major employers.

The South End contains a combination of inhabitants unique to the city: the

older immigrant communities, newly-arrived Puerto Ricans and Southern Negroes,

along with college students and Brahmins, blue collar workers and professionals,

transients and alcoholics, tenants and resident owners, Negro and white. These

elements have produced a colorful and exciting atmosphere, though never a unified

and peaceful community. A recent study observed that "the district can be viewed

as one in which several incompatible users of urban land are competing for control

of the same space."

Occurring simultaneously with this conpetition has been a rapid decline in the

total population of the South End, The population loss between 1950 and I960, for

example, was around UO^, and roughly 2$% of the I960 population had departed by

1966. The present population of the whole South End area is 35-U0,000 while the

population within the Renewal Area has been estimated by the Boston Redevelopment

Authority (BRA) at 25,000 in 1966,

The rapid exodus of residents from the South End indicates that the area has

lost some of its attractiveness to those who have been residing there. In seeking

to understand this trend, one should remember that for some time the South End has

1. Boston Traveller February 2, 1966
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been operating like many core-city areas; especially those with a high proportion

of Negroes. There has been a high unemployment rate, 7$% above the city average

in I96I; city services, including schools, parks, street repair, and trash collec-

tion have been extremely poor; and the health and vitality of the residents have

suffered (e.g., the infant mortality rate was double, and the incidence of tuber-

2
culosis was six times, the overall average for Boston in 1961) These conditions

create an incentive for many families to move out as soon as they can afford it.

Statistical evidence supports the contention that moderate income families are

leading the exodus from the South End,-'

Undergirding all three functions the South End has traditionally performed for

the city — a starting place for new arrivals, a home for those at the bottom of

the socio-economic scale, and a source of enployment for unskilled or semi-skilled

workers — has been the supply of low-income housing available within the area.

The study of the South End referred to above comments that "the area's role in the

urban housing market was to serve those with the absolute minimum of economic

choice, a function which the district had been performing for sixty years" (l,p,lii7).

But the housing situation has been changing rapidly. As our later analysis will

show, the area's ability to provide housing which is both low in cost and acceptable

in quality is declining. The days are gone when a three or four-storey brick house

(not renovated, but "livable") could be bought for $3-U,000 and could provide the

owner with a secure source of income through the renting of low-cost rooms and

apartments. In fact, only 9% of all dwelling units were owner-occupied in I960

1. In i960, hX% of the population was non-white (l, p. 102).
2. Supporting data are given in reference 1, p. 102.
3. For exairple, from 1950 to I960 median income in the South Bad increased much
less than for the metropolitan area as a whole (38^ vs 79^, respectively). During
the same period, those with highest incomes ("professional/managerial," in the
census) were increasing rapidly: 11$ in the South End compared to 6% for the
metropolitan area. In combination, these two trends indicate that those with
incomes in the middle range (for the South End) must be departing in proportinately
greater numbers than those with the lowest incomes. These con^jarisons are based
upon data from Table A and Table 5, census tracts LI-6, I3-U, Jl-2, and Rl and
R3 in reference U (and Table A of reference $.).
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(6, p. 69), and 5^% of the lodging houses were absentee owned (l, p. 126). In ref-

erence to housing costs, a recent Boston Globe feature article on the South End

observed:

The value of property which no one could give away a few years ago

has almost sky-rocketed, and suburban newcomers are moving in.

Yet, the very upgrading of the South End, the increase in property
values and the influx of new residents have created new problems
for the area. ; (3, p. 32, italics added)

A new force affecting low-income housing and services in the South End appeared

around I960 and has been growing year by year. It takes the form of still another

group of newcomers on the South End scene. They were referred to in the quotation

above and have been designated by one writer as the "Urbanites," He characterized

them as "young, white, professional, middle-income or better, individuals and

families who have made the conscious decision to move to the South End [and] buy

houses and convert them back to their original single family use . . (2^,p.l28).

The new developments in downtown Boston, located nearby, are key factors in making

the South End an attractive place of residence for middle-income people. Later

sections of this report will examine in more detail the ways in which the Urbanites

are affecting the traditional housing si:5>ply in the South End.

The most significant factor affecting the South End's housing supply is un-

doubtedly the Urban Renewal Plan. The Plan calls for an adequate supply of loc-

income housing in its stated objectives. However, the implementation of the Plan

shows every sign of proving highly detrimental to low-income residents, the tra-

ditional backbone of the South End's population. The role of the Plan in displacing

low-income residents stood out clearly to the author of a recent 262-page study of

renewal planning in the South End. He concluded, after a study of all facets of

the Plan:

"IF [the Urban Renewal Plan] works, there will be a new South End for new South
Enders." (6, p. 252, italics added)

Before turning to a detailed analysis of the South End Renewal Plan, we will

expand upon two other factors we have identified earlier which affect the low-incnse

housing supply.
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III EXTEHNAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE SOUTH EM) ,

In view of its central location within the City of Boston one would expect the

South End to be sensitive to changes in the rest of the ciiy. This seems clearly

to be the case with regard to the South End housing market. Three major external

developments of direct relevance are the Prudential Center, the Government Center,

and the new Christian Science Church couplex. The Prudential project, though ini-

tiated prior to the arrival of Edward Logue as BRA administrator, fitted perfectly

into his and Mayor Collins' image of "the New Boston" and has served as a pacesetter

for similar BRA projects in the Central Business District,

The existence of the downtown development projects, moreover, is undoubtedly

facilitating the implementation of BRA's General Plan for the Center City, The

thousands of secretaries, white collar workers, and managers who have been (or

will be) drawn into the new urban conplexes have created a strong demand for more

middle-class space for convenient intown living. For many, it would be only a short

walk from the South End to their work downtown. The new commercial and adminis-

trative services created by the development of the new complexes are tailored to

middle-class needs, A variety of cultural activities and places of entertainment

are located in close proximity to the South End. As a result, the "New Boston"

has been in a position to attract, with considerable assurance of success, sizeable

private residential investment in the South End.

IV THE PRIVATE HOUSING MARKET IN THE SOUTH END ,

In addition to being so close to the new urban conplexes, there are other

reasons for the South End's new attractiveness to middle-income residents and

investors. The architectural style of much of the South End—those sturdy and

handsome brick row houses which have supported many different styles of life

—

have made the area appealing to realtors who conceive of the area as another George-

town. The low sales prices for the houses—which, in an earlier day, had allowed

people with much more limited capital to invest comfortably—began to encourage
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speculators to buy cheaply and then invest large amounts (up to 3 or U times the

sales price) in rehabilitation. The cost and style of such rehabilitation raised

rents beyond the means of the old tenants and usually reduced the number of dwelling

units, frequently from 3 or U apartments to a single-family house. Banks, encouraged

by the existence of the nearby urban complexes and sensing the "lay of the land,"

cane to view the financing of residential building in the area much more favorably -

provided the potential mortgagor had a good niddle-claas credit rating. Thus, the

handwriting was on the wall. It was clear that the South End would be buoyed up

by the developments north and west of its borders.

Data on real estate transactions confirm this trend. In an area of the South

Old known to be the focus for home-buying by Urbanites (the northeasterly section),

a comparison was made between the number and value of transactions in the private

market for the periods 1958-1960 and 1962 - 196li. In the first 3-year period there

were 72 transactions with an average value of $5,800; in the second 3-year period

there were 2iiO transactions with an average value of $^7U0 (2,p. 130). Some spot

checks within the same areas on properties sold recently (without substantial

rehabilitation) indicate that when complete data become available for the 1965-6?

period, the upward trend in speculation will still be in force. In Union Park

one property sold for $6,000 in 1963 and for $114,000 in 1965. On Upton Street a

pair of buildings was purchased for $lii,000 in 196U and resold separately 2 years

later at a combined price which was more than double the original sales price.

In Clarendon Park a property rose in value from $5,000 to $10,000 between 1963 and

1966. These transactions are not offered as typical, but they reflect the kind of

speculative buying that is underway.

The southwesterly section of the South Ehd, from Massachusetts Avenue to

Camden Street, has not experienced the same degree of speculation, so far. There,

the prices are at a level roughly coirparable to those of the northeastern section

five or six years ago. Several realtors interviewed have agreed that the area is

"less certain" and "has some unknown factors," These uncertainties seem to include
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the construction of the Inner Belt, the rumored expansion of Northeastern Univer-

sity across Treraont Street, and the area's greater distance from the central urban

conplexes. Two other factors appear to be limiting the entry of speculative realtors

or middle-class homebuyers into the southwestern section of the South End. First,

the architecture is less attractive than in the other section. Second, there is a

reluctance on the part of potential white newcomers to move close to the predomin-

antly Negro population in Lower Roxbury and in the nearby public housing and pro-

jected leased housing developments. The barrier of Massachusetts Avenue may well

serve to maintain a noticeably different character to the two sections of the South

End, except as a deliberate effort is made through the Renewal Plan to build contin-

uity between them.

In a later section dealing with the relocation provisions of the Renewal Plan,

we will examine the current status of the private market for rental housing in

the South End. Within the present context, however, it is sufficient to observe

that the activities of speculating realtors and the influx of Urbanite homebuyers,

along with the consequent upgrading of properties, reduced number of dwelling units ,

and increased rentals, have substantially reduced the supply of low-rent housing

in the South Ehd as a whole .

V THE SOUTH END RENEWAL PLAN

A. Relation to the General Plan for Boston

One can best understand the Plan for the South End in the context of the

BRA'S General Plan. The broad intent of the General Plan has been expressed as

follows:

The Policy of the Development Program and this Plan is . . .

to promote stability in the size of Boston's population
while increasing the diversity of its conqjosition so that
it more nearly reflects the composition of the Region as
a whole ... to preserve the stability of residential
neighborhoods in Boston and to make them . . . competitive
with surrounding cities and towns in housing, schools, and
public services. (7, sect. TL-3)
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B. Objectives of the South End Plan

1. Conformance with General Plan

"provide an economically, socially, and racially integrated

community." (8,R-213, p.U)

2. Elimination of Blight

"The basic objectives of urban renewal action in the South

End Urban Renewal Area are to eliminate severe conditions

of blight, deterioration, obsolescence, traffic congestion

and incon?)atible land uses. (8, R-213, p.U)

3. Separate Treatment of I'fedical/Industrial and Residential Areas

"to provide necessary industrial and medical expansion without

destroying the basic fabric of the residential community."

(8, R-213, p.U)

U. Protect Private Investment

"Protect and expand the city's tax base . . . and by stabilizing

property values, protect private investment," (8^, -R-213, p. 5)

5. Establishment of Residential Character

"The gateways to the South End residential community from

South Cove, Back Bay, Fenway, and Roxbury communities should

be residentially oriented." (8, R-213, p. 5)

6. New Housing Within Prevailing Income Requirements

"Provide, in appropriate areas, new housing units . . .

which are within the income requirements of the

Coimaunity ." (8, R-123, p. 5 italics added)

7. Assurance of Standard Housing

"Housing referred to families will be inspected to assure

that it is decent, safe, and sanitary standard housing in

conpliance with applicable codes and ordinances," ( 8,R-123 j
p. 17)

8. Maintenance of Housing Supply in Project Area for Minorities

"No net reduction in the supply of housing in the project

area available to minority grouo families is proposed."

(8, R-21$, p.l)

9. Rehousing in South Bid for All Low-Income Residents I\'ho Wish to Stay

"In the planning and development of the South aid Urban

Renewal Plan, it was emphasized by the BRA that provision

would be made under the plan for housing for all low-income

families and individuals desiring to remain in this com-

munity. It is not the intention of the South End Plan to
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force low-income fandlies and individuals out of the area
as upgrading occurs. This objective was supported and
approved by the Urban Renewal Committee and the neighbor-
hood associations over the planning period." (9, p.l)

C, Specific Provisions

1. Acquisition, Clearance and Displacement of Residents.

The Plan calls for the acquisition by BRA of 186 acres, 30% of the

South End's total area (see shaded areas on map. Appendix A), All of the 521^

dwelling units and 298 non-residential buildings on the land to be acquired will be

torn down. For low-income South End residents, the most significant item above is

the destruction of the $21$ dwelling units, including 108U standard units.

2. Displacement and Relocation of Residents

A total of 1730 families and 1820 single individuals (7$00 people in

all) have been scheduled for displacement. The racial distribution is nearly equalj

182$ are white, 172$ non-white. The median monthly household (families and individ-

uals) income for all those displaced is $30U ($318 for whites, $289 for non-whites),

A total of 66% of all those displaced qualify for public housing, (8, Form H-6122)

The Plan estimates that "7U6 families and aged individuals by reason of

limited income, age, and other factors of eligibility will be relocated into pub-

lic housing," a number which is only 31^ of those who qualify for admission. It

is estimated that UlU families and aged homeowners will purchase homes, while

"2390 families and aged individuals are expected to choose to continue to rent

in either existing or newly-created rental housing." (8, R-223(2), p. 2)

3. New Public Housing

The Plan proposes to build $00 units of public rental housing for

elderly persons and 300 family units. (8, R223(2), p.li) BRA has reported that as

of March 1967, U62 units for the elderly and 76 family units were "in construc-

tion or advanced planning" at Castle Square, Rutland Street, Shawmut Ave., North-

ampton and Conet Place, and New Worcester Square (2, p. 6$).

1. "Advanced planning" usually is an extended period, so that the con?)letion date
may be 2 to U years away.
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U. New Ifoderate Rental Housing

The Plan states that "opportunities are provided within the South

End for the construction of u£ i£ ^500 new moderate rental dwelling units "

(8, R-123, p. 13, italics added). Precise guarantees concerning the number of new

units are not given. Under Section 221-(d)(3) of the Federal Housing Program,

these units would be sponsored largely by non-profit corporations and privately

constructed with FHA. financial assistance. At the present time, 500 units of 221

(d)(3) housing have been constructed in Castle Square. The Castle Square develop-

ment was begun prior to adoption of the South End Plan, under the "early land

acquisition" provisions of the Urban Renewal Act,

A November 1966 BRA memorandum proposed that 1000 units of low-rent

housing be provided through various rental assistance programs applied to the new

221(d)(3) housing. In this memorandum it was proposed that 300 units ilS%) of the

2000 units still to be built be offered as low-rent housing. (9, p. 3) (If this

is to be achieved, agreements will be necessary between the developers and the

Boston Housing Authority, whereby BHA will lease the units at the going rate and

then rent them to low-income tenants at levels comparable to public housing.) The

same memorandum also proposed that 320 units of low rent housing be provided

through application of Federal rent supplements in the 221(d)(3) developments.

Finally, the document also called for 380 units of low-rent housing to be provided

from the existing housing inventory under the BKl leasing program,

5. Housing Rehabilitation

The more than 20,000 dwelling units not scheduled for clearance were

designated for rehabilitation. These dwellings will be subjected to an intensive

1. From documentation available to UPA, there is some uncertainty as to how many
total units of nenj housing are planned for the South End. Only 3300 (2500 221(d)(3)
and 800 public housing) are explicitly mentioned in the original plan. On the
other hand, BRA's 1966 Annual Report listed UlOO units of new construction for the
South End (lO, Table U). One way of reconciling the figures is to assume that BRA
now plans to build 2500 221(d)(3) units in addition to the 500 in Castle Square and
1000 units of public housing in addition to the 100 in Castle Square, thus bringing
the total to UlOO, Note that the displacement figures do not include the residents
who lived in^Castle Square prior to its redevelopment (Reference 9 lists 1000 public
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housing code enforcement program, paired with a series of Federal programs to assist

in financing rehabilitation work. In I960 there were more than 10,000 substandard

dwelling units in the South End, so the magnitude of the rehabilitation job will be

large, even after allowing for the U,000 substandard units which are to be cleared.

All of the construction and rehabilitation figures given above were

based on an assumed execution period of seven years. At the present time, however,

all of these proposed figures and schedule for new housing are extremely tenuous,

as section VI of this report will show,

6. Iirprovements and Public Facilities

The Plan calls for the following specific items;

(a) Five schools: four elementary and one intermediate,

(b) A branch public library

(c) A Community Center building, including a swimming pool

(d) Field houses and playground improvements throughout the area

(e) Street in^jroveraents throughout the area

(f) A Community Mental Health Center

(g) Changes in the traffic signal and control system, the fire

alarm system, and the police signal system

(h) Changes in MBTA facilities

(i) A fire station

(j) Modifications and extensions to the sewerage and storm drainage

system

7. Costs of South End Renewal Project

The net project cost is given as approximately $53 million, consist-

ing roughly of $15 mil] ion in site improvements and public facilities and $38

mil l ion in direct project expenditures (in which the major items include land ac-

quisitions and clearance). The Federal capital grant will total around $39 million,

which amounts to $1500 per capita based on the 1966 population in the Renewal Area

(25,000). The state and local contributions amount to about $1U million. The
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amount of private investment expected to siippleinent the public expenditures is

between $75 and $100 million (based on the approximate 2:1 ratio of private to pub-

lic funds assumed in the General Plan, reference 2^ ^j P«8)«

8. Summary of Key Provisions

Key provisions of the South End Renewal Plan are summarized in Table

I(Appendix A).

VI EVAIUATION OF THE REMWAL PLAN

A. Defects in the General Plan

The earlier quotation defining the General Plan's basic objectives talks

about "increasing the diversity of [Boston's] con^josition, so that it more nearly

reflects the composition of the whole." The South End can hardly be said to lack

diversity , having supported so many different communities over the years, although

its population has been predominantly low-income. So, the South End plan follows

the General Plan rather neatly: it intends to increase the economic diversity of

the area by creating an environment to which middle-income residents will return.

Presumably, then, the reverse should also be occurring—the region should be

becoming more like the City, with its outlying parts becoming more like its core

city, and both the suburbs and the outlying parts should be becoming "conpetitive"

with the core city in supporting low-income people. If so, low-income housing

would then be made available in sufficient quantity to allow displaced and dissat-

isfied low-income persons to move to the outlying areas. In addition, appropriate

services for low-income people would also be made available in the outlying areas,

allowing them to work and shop there, as well as pay rent.

But it is obvious that this is not happening. Public or other low-rent housing

is not being built in the suburbs or outlying areas, the residents of which are

undoubtedly as "nervous" about low-income and/or non-white groups as are the white

Urbanites taking up residence in the South End,

While the General Flan states that "a basic premise of the Plan is that all
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residents . . . should have equal opportunities to live anywhere in the metropolitan

area they choose," everyone knows that all residents do not have this opportunity;

nor will they for years to come. Even in public housing, this is not true. While

finding "token progress" on desegregation, a recent appraisal of public housing in

Boston reported that "at the end of March 196? eight [projects] were still over

9^% white, and five others over 90% white. , . State-aided projects are still

highly segregated . , .The imbalance has actually worsened in several projects"

( 11, p. 31). And regarding overall housing conditions, the report states; "In

i960 almost 50^ of Boston's non-white families were living in substandard housing,

as con^jared to 12^ of white families " (2, p. 8).

Economic segregation (whereby, in the main, the poor can afford to live only

in core areas having deteriorated housing) also continues to prevail in spite of

the "equal opportunities" described in the General Plan. Thus, we find: "Of the

10,000 [housing] units actually built and occv^jied in the whole city since I960,

8,000 or 80^ were privately built middle and upper income developments" (l, p.U).

But, "it appears that the city's substandard housing, particularly for low-income

families, is proposed to be predominantly upgraded through rehabilitation rather

than replaced by clearance and new construction!' {2, p. 53 italics added). The

question to be raised, therefore, is whether one can depend upon rehabilitation to

1
provide the amount of standard low-income housing Boston so desperately needs.

The evidence is becoming abundantly clear that rehabilitation, by itself, is

not the answer. Three examples illustrate this conclusion. First, a recent ex-

perimental attempt by the bHA. to provide large-family units of public housing

through rehabilitating existing structures was abandoned in failure (U, p. 7).

Second, we find in the case of a non-profit church group doing rehabilitation in

the South End that "thus far, the results are not encouraging. [The group] need

!• In i960, 38,000 (25^) of Boston's tenants (doubtless mainly those with low
incomes) paid more than 3S% of their income for rent, while almost $0% of those
in substandard housing paid more for rent than the highest Federally-recommended
figure of 2S% (2, p.9).





not pay taxes, it acquired the property for a pittance. And yet, the cost of re-

habilitating row houses has proved to be so high that rents cannot — without sub-

sidy — be set at a level within the reach of poor South Snders " (6, p. 200-1).

Third, another non-profit group in the South End, starting with a large row house

acquired from bHA • ^°^ $1^ ^s not been able to offer rents lower than $7$ - $80

per month (for one and two-bedroom apartments). While lower than rents for moderate

rental 221(d)(3) units, these rent levels are still well beyond the incomes (even

using the yardstick of 2S% of family income) of a majority of those being displaced

by urban renewal in the South End (8, Form H-6122).

The question we are left with is whether rehabilitation — with subsidy —

can make a significant contribution to meeting the housing needs of Boston ' s low-

income residents. It might well be the answer in principle, but it is certainly

not today's answer in practice . The reason is simple: the funds now available for

rental assistance to low-income families (whether in existing, new, or rehabilitated
/units)

are not large enough to make even a dent in the problem. Boston presently has an

authorization to provide rental assistance for 1,000 units of leased housing. But,

just among those displaced by the South End Renewal Plan, there are 2368 families

and single individuals who qualify (and need ) the low rents of public housing

(8, Form H-6122). In I960, there were more than 20,000 families and single indiv-

iduals living in substandard housing in Boston who were paying more than 2$% of

their incomes for rent. And, as the 196? BRA Housing Study shows, the picture has

not changed much in the last six years (2).

The General Plan states that "one of the primary aims of the Development

Program has been the effective integration of physical and social renewal in Boston"

(7, V, p.l). Providing adequate housing for Boston's low-income residents represents,

without question, one of the clearest situations in which "integrating physical and

social renewal" is essential. VJhat we find, however, is that the Qxty of Boston,

through its "dispersal concept" in the General Plan, is trying to shift responsib-

ility for the housing of low-income groups to the suburbs and its own outlying
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Iniprovement Areas. The suburbs and outlying areas, having no direct legal or fin-

ancial obligation to pro-vide for low-income groups, have produced no tangible re-

sults; and there are no visible signs that they intend to do so. The recent fail-

ure of a non-profit, church-sponsored housing group to gain a zoning change in

Natick to allow construction of a low-income housing development is a case in point.

The 1967 BRA Housing Study confirmed the preceding conclusion when it noted:

The low vacancy rates of [outlying] Inprovement Areas
may make housing in these areas relatively unavailable
to lower income groups. More effective methods of
integrating low and moderate cost housing must be found
if the General Plan's goal of dispersing low-income
families through the city is to be achieved. (£, p.18-19,italics added)

The preceding quotation is a very convincing confession of the failure of the

General Plan to achieve one of its basic objectives. This particular objective,

however, is highly questionable anyway, after one has considered its manner of

implementation. The quotation says, in effect, that "methods of dispersing low-

income families must be found . " This sounds more like re-settling an area than

diversifying it. The coercion involved in this process of relocating numbers of

low-income families from the communities they live in to where BHA's General Plan

would like them to live is clear. If one doubts this, he need only look at the

manner in which the South End Plan is actually being iit5)lemented—to which we now

turn.

B. Defects in the SDuth End Flan

1. Objectives

The South End Plan's specific objectives, taken one by one, appear

to be generally valid (see Section VB above, and 8, R-213). A key question, how-

ever, is whether the Plan can meet all the objectives taken together. Are they

all coiqjatible? If not, the next crucial question becomes; which ones are being

sacrificed in the execution stage? The analysis made at the end of this section

shows that the objectives not being met by the Plan are of greatest significance

to low-income residents. These objectives can be summarized as follows:
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that standard housing will be available within the project area
at rentals they can afford for all low-income residents wishing
to remain in the South Ehd.

2. HbXi -s the Plan Working?

Data needed to answer the question - The objectives just stated

presuppose a marked upgrading of the area's housing supply, since well over 5jOOO

occupied units in the South End were substandard in I960 (See Tables VII, JX, and

X, reference 2.) If relocation of the 3550 families and individuals scheduled for

displacement is to meet the stringent criteria of success iii?3lied in the objectives,

either the private housing market or new construction must supply the units at the

2
moment they are needed by those who want to stay in the South End. To assess the

possibility of successful relocation, one must know something of the volume of dis-

placements through time, the supply of private housing, the progress of the con-

struction and rehabilitation programs, and the relation between rentals (or purchase

prices) and the families* and individuals' income levels.

Displacement and Relocation to date. Complete displacement figures have not

been available to us through the Relocation Office, since many persons have aband-

oned dwelling units designated for clearance prior to their acquisition by BRA,

without contacting the Relocation Office. Up-to-date tabulations of such abandon-

ments have not been available and, presumably, do not exist. UPA has been told,

however, that more than 275 displacements have been processed by the Relocation

Office and another 225 are in progress.^ Based on some recent spot checking done

by UPA, it is clear that non-enumerated voluntary abandonments already number

several hundred households. Total displacements (3550), if spread evenly over the

7-year execution period, would amount to 500 per year, or an average of U2 per month.

1. This situation has not changed appreciably, in spite of widespread demolition
of substandard structures, as the later analysis in this section will show.
2. The report on the Relocation Program (8, R223, p. 2) states that surveys taken
in I96I-63 indicated that "many" of those displaced "have a strong attraction to
and preference for remaining in the South End neighborhoods of Boston."
3. Interview with Mr. David Liederman, Director of South Ehd Relocation.
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Unless something is done to counteract it, however, the displacement rate in the

early stages will continue to run well beyond the monthly average of U2, due to

the high rate of voluntary abandonment. We have seen no evidence that the South

End Relocation Office is carrying out that part of the Relocation Program which

calls for special efforts to trace all residents who relocate in advance, without

processing by the Relocation Office. The fact that large numbers of families re-

locate without any Relocation Office assistance (or allowance) can only mean that

a great deal of unnecessary hardship is occurring. This is particularly true,

because these households are apt to have low incomes, and, in view of Boston's cur-

rent low-income housing supply, the most likely place for them to end up (especially

if they are Negroes) is in substandard housing in Roxbury - North Dorchester.

The South End Relocation Office feels that to date all its relocation work has

been carried out "satisfactorily." The availability of Castle Square housing and

the use of vacancies opening up (largely) in the South Bid's existing supply of

public housing (885 units) were cited as major reasons for this "satisfactory per-

formance." However, interview reports on the new and old rent levels and on the

relocatee's satisfaction with his new location have not been available to UPA,

Therefore, even if the Relocation office's figures are accepted, one can neither

agree nor disagree with the Relocation Office's own assessment of its work. And

it is clear that the heavy reliance upon public bousing (over 50^) for relocation

cannot continue throu^out the full relocation period.

New Public Housing- The Plan calls for 1000 units. Occupancy of 102 units of

public housing for the elderly in Castle Square is now expected to begin by the end

of January 1968. An additional U3U units of scattered-site public housing, prin-

cipally for the elderly, were "in construction or advanced plainning" as of March

1967 (£, Table XVII). The B.H.A. hopes to go out for bids on these units by Ifey

1966; and, assuming they receive immediately a bid within legal limits and initial

cost estimates, they would expect occupancy to begin by 1^ 1969. According to the

B.H.A., the remaining U6U units of public housing "have no existence whatsoever,"
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in view of the fact that BRA has, to date, given no indication of having reserved

any further sites for public housing.

Even if all 1000 units were scheduled for near-term coii?)letion (rather than

90^ being hopes or less), public housing still can provide for only a small fraction

of the 35^0 families to be displaced. The number of relocatees originally alloca-

ted to public housing in the plan was only 7li6 out of the 2368 households which

qualify. As surveyed in 196l, these 7h6 had a median family income of $88 per month,

of which the $U5 minimum rental payment (which is available to only a few families

in any case) constitutes 51 percent of family income. It must be obvious to BRA

and to the South End Relocation Office that a high proportion of these poorest re-

locatees in the South End camot possibly afford public housing, even with the

(quite limited) welfare or old age assistance payments a few of them receive. The

private market for standard housing is even farther out of reach.

New 221(d)(3) Ifousing - These projects represent another potential source of

relocation housing. Since two -thirds of the South End relocatees qualify for low-

rent public housing, these moderate-rental units (2^00 proposed) will be of little

value unless rental assistance is also available in sufficient quantity. Two dif-

ficulties arise, however. First, other than the 5C0 units completed in Castle

Square none of the 221(d)(3) housing will be available for at least two years.

Second, the rental assistance programs, as proposed in the November 1966 BRA mem-

orandum (see Table I), are simply not materializing as planned. Specifically,

the 320 units of rent-supplemented housing are still awaiting new Federal appropri-

ations; (and Congress has been quite reluctant to fund the Rent Supplement Program

adequately) the 300 planned units of 221(d)(3) leased housing will turn out to be

2
200 instead; and the plan for leasing 380 units from the existing housing inventory

1. Personal communication from Mr. Ellis E, Ash, Administrator of the Boston
Housing Authority.
2. James Dolan, in charge of 221(d)(3) housing for BRA, indicated in an interview
on Septeirber 18, 196?, that only 10^ of the 221(d)(3) units rather than the 1^%
originally planned, would be leased
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has Tvn into a series of long delays and roadblocks.

Rehabilitated Housing - The general weaknesses of rehabilitation as a source

of low-income housing were discussed earlier. Tbey apply with special force to the

South End because of the wave of speculation underway there. On the one hand, there

are the private "luxury rehabilitation" groups, busily buying up properties, invest-

ing several tines the purchase price, and reducing the number of dwelling units

within each structure. The result is either a purchase price of $35,000 - $60,0CO

or a monthly rental of $150 - $300. On the other hand, the 221(d)(3) rehabilitation

groups (profit-making and non-profit) are trying their best to produce rental units

at levels accessible to low-income families. As we have seen, even in the few cases

in which special arrangements have led to a negligible acquisition cost, the result

still is rentals not matching the incomes of the South End's poorer residents. The

attempted low-rent rehabilitation is not only failing to reach its objective but

is also painfully slow in its actual progress. The BRA Annual Report lists a total

of U^l) units conpleted under the South 33d Renewal Han as of December 31, 19^6

(11, Table 5).

Summary of Rehousing Prospects Under the Plan - With hundreds of households

2
already displaced by the Plan through acquisition and voluntary abandonment, there

still has been no_ new housing actually con^ileted under the Plan (Castle Square be-

ing a special case). Only around 50 units of rehabilitated housing (none of it

low -rent) have been completed. The number of units firmly scheduled for near-

term completion is also very small: Castle Square's 102 units within a few months,

the U3U scattered-site, units not possibly before another year and a half, none

of the new 221(d)(3) units is within two years of conpletion, the Plan-assisted

rehabilitation is proceeding at a snail's pace, and the peoftlDdBr.cf tha planned

1. Ejqjerience so far has been that landlords are reluctant to rent to those qual-
ifying for public housing, on the assumption that such a family may be more trouble-
some than moderate-income tenants. Negotiation of agreements, once begun, has
also been quite slow, (See reference 11)
2. Also, many owners are requesting BRA to acquire their properties before the
time scheduled in the Plan, since they have no incentive to maintain them.
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public housing Ji6U units) is "without any existence whatsoever" (says BHA.).

Existing Private Housing - The grim prospects for new and rehabilitated hous-

ing in the South End throw (by default) the major burden for successful relocation

upon the private housing market. As shown by rough calculations in Table II

(Appendix A), the number of "vacant and available" dwelling units in the South End

appears to have held rather constant since I960, The major factors contributing

to this stability have been the large nujnber of units vacated as a result of the

population loss, balanced by the units lost through demolition and continued deter-

ioration. The result is that around 2100 dwelling units were "vacant and avail-

able"^ at the end of 1966 as corq^ared with the 2,121 listed by BRA for I960

(2, Table V).

The effective demand for units is being significantly increased, of course,

by the relocation load of the South End plan, created both by those processed

through the Relocation Office and by those who leave in advance without any contact.

The rapid population loss from the South End reflects the state of the private

housing market. That is, this exodus undoubtedly is, in part, a symptom of the

inability of the departing residents to locate adequate housing they can afford in

2
the South End. The high rate of deterioration of the ancient housing stock must

frequently trigger the sequence of, first, looldng for better housing within the

South End (incompetition with newcomers and those being displaced by the Plan) and,

then, going elsewhere when no adeqxiate housing can be found.

Thus, it is clear that the current condition of "vacant available" housing

is fully as important to the relocation problem as is the total number of units.

It is the availability of standard vacant units that relocatees can afford which

counts (according to the stated objectives of the South Ead Plan). The prospects

1. "Vacant available", as defined in the U.S. census, includes those units which
are designated as deteriorating (if they have adequate pl\rrabing facilities).
2. Much of it was built more than 100 years ago, there is reduced maintenance of
all properties tagged for future acquisition under Plan.
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of successful relocation are definitely not encouraging. It is estimated in

Table IH (Appendix A) that the nun±ier of standard available vacancies in the

South End has been reduced by nearly $0% since I960 - from 6IiO to 3U5. This is

very nearly the same figure (3liO) which one gets by distributing the 2390 families

and individuals designated for the private rental market uniformly over the seven

year period of the Plan.

The apparent match here between the relocation demand and the market supply

is definitely not real. In the first place, one cannot expect the rents to

match the income levels of the relocatees. The indicated scarcity of standard

rental housing in the South End, along with the continued speculation by and for

middle-class Urbanites, can only mean much higher rents. The close correspondence

in the Plan between relocatees' incomes and rent levels for standard housing

throughout the city of Boston in I960, is sinply not relevant to today's (and

tomorrow's) South End (8, R-223(2) p. 2 and Form H-6122). Seccnd, even if the

rentals and incomes did match, one could not possibly expect the fluctuations in

the availability of vacancies and the timing of relocatees' needs for replacement

housing to match perfectly — or even close to it — given the tight market.

(Finding a match between the apartment size needed and that available is another

obstacle, as well.)

The private housing market in the South End must be even tighter for those

residents who are not directly affected by relocation under the Renewal Plan.

These "non -relocatees," who are involved in the normal turnover process, will

not have the benefit of assistance from the Relocation Office. They may have

moderate incomes, for example, and still miss out on the 221(d)(3) housing as

it becomes available, due to the number of units which are reserved for rental

assistance. (Every relocatee placed in public housing also keeps out another

needy family.) let, they also deserve adequate housing within the South End,

if they desire it. It is ironical and unfortunate that every "success" scored

by the Relocation Staff in placing a relocatee in the South Ehd throws a still
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greater burden on residents seeklDg adequate housing in the area on their own .

Unless some dramatic new steps are taken to reverse current trends in the

South End, the tight housing market and its pinch on low-income residents will

continue to get worse. Based on the performance to date, the rate of rehabil-

itation and new construction (and vacancy generation due to population loss) is

not apt to cancel out the continued high rate of deterioration, which removes

buildings completely from the market or leads to a variety of sub-standard

conditions. This trend was noted in the 196? BRA Housing Study:

On a City -wide basis, the total number of housing units remained
relatively stable between I960 and 1966. However , on a neighbor-
hood level, a loss of housing occurred predominantly in low-rent GNRP
areas

,

while outlying Improvement Areas and the West End gained new
middle and upper rental residences (2, p.31j italics added).

To summarize, the preceding analysis demonstrates that the South End R^iewal

Plan is not insuring:

that standard housing will be available within the project area at
rentals they can afford for all low-income residents wishing to

remain in the South End.

If the in^jlementation of the plan proceeds as it has been, the future dis-

placement of residents — especially poor ones, both relocatees and others —

out of the South End will be inevitable and extensive. The 196? BRA Housing Study

contends that "In renewal areas, the gap between housing lost and housing gained

is temporary and part of the rebuilding process" (2, p. 32). In fact, the effects

of the resulting displacement of renewal area residents (its disruption of their

lives) are often permanent — which is too high a price for the poor to pay,

especially when the long-terra effects also are detrimental to them.
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Vn. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. That land takings in the South End be halted until BRA can demonstrate

with up-to-date figures that adequate relocation housing exists.

This teii?)orar7 halt is the only way to insure that future relocation will

meet the needs of those relocated and, at the same time, not contribute to a

further reduction in housing available to other South End residents — especially

low-income households. Properties already acquired by BRA, with those desig-

nated for future acquisition but already abandoned, should allow sufficient

construction of low- and moderate-incoine housing, so that relocation can be

resumed as this new housing becomes available for occupancy.

B. That the South End Renewal Plan be modified to provide for an increased

number of low-income housing units.

The Plan should provide for at least as many units of low-rent replacement

hoTising as are needed by relocatees with low incomes. This is particularly neces-

sary because private construction and rehabilitation clearly are not contributing

to that supply. Two -thirds of all households to be displaced (2368) qusilified for

low-rent public housing. Since the number of low-rent units now provided in the

Plan is less than 16C0 (putting aside for a moment the lagging schedules), the

change called for is on the order of at least 8C0 additional units. One feasible

direction of change is to provide a larger proportion of leased low-rent housing

from new 221(d)(3) units and the existing inventory.

Top priority is recommended for this change.

C. That BRA and other city agencies nmunt a special program to ensure that

properties designated for future acquisition not be allowed to deteriorate to

the point where tenants are forced out before adequate replacement housing is

available.

The hardship and inequity of vacatfeg under these circumstances (often with no

relocation assistance) is clear, and many such displacements are occurring.

Because of lags in meeting schedules, the 7-year execution period for the Plan
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(5 years remaining) is no longer realistic. It is necessary, therefore, to

consider very seriously the effects of svich delay on families now living on

properties designated for eventual acquisition. One way to handle this problem

would be for BRA. to acquire deteriorating properties early and operate and

maintain them (directly or through another agency or contractor) until time for

their clearance.

D. That a city ordnance be passed to require all private developers who

displace households for purposes of rehabilitation or demolition to pay a

relocation allowance .

This step, or a comparable one, is essential to halting the continued spec-

ulation in the South End which is displacing many low and moderate-income residents

at a time when private replacement housing they can afford is largely un-

available. An existing New York City ordnance, for exan^sle, requires a reloca-

tion payment of up to $750 per housing unit, depending upon size.

E. That housholds already relocated without assistance be traced by the

Relocation Office and receive priority for replacement housing in the South

End if they wish it .

The Relocation Office does not appear to have carried out conscientiously

that part of the Relocation Program calling for special efforts to trace such

households. Following through on this commitment should be a first step in

a renewed effort to deal more creatively with all aspects of the relocation

problem.

F. That the BRA and its relocation agency launch an intensive campaign to in-

form all residents about its new polities on acquisiton and relocation .

This program — including publicity, public meetings, and personal contact —

is necessary if the voluntary abandonments and other previous difficulties

in relocation are to be presffented.
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G. That BRA provide increased assistance to low and moderate-income families

in gaining home ownership .

The BRA. or its relocation contractor should offer special services to

facilitate residents taking advantage of existing programs of home-ownership

assistance. An educational program should be initiated to acquaint residents

(particularly those to be displaced by the South End Plan) with these programs.

H. That special programs of financial assistance be developed for the hundreds

of relocatees who can not afford even the kninimum public -housing rents .

Those in greatest need of assistance from the South End Plan presently

receive nothjpg , except displacement to miserable housing elsewhere at the only

rents they can afford. Here lies a prime opportunity for BRA to achieve its

stated goad: "effective integration of physical and social renewal in Boston."
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APPENDIX A

1.

Table I

Key Provisions of South End Renewal Plan

Displacement
a. Numbers Affected

b.

Total Households 3550
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TABLE II

ESTIMATED CHANGE IN SOUTH END HOUSING SUPPLY: I96O-66
Derived from data In I967 BRA Housing Study (1)

Gained ,

Vacated due to population loss 33^0
New units completed (Castle Square) . 50O2
Rehabilitation completed ' .137-
Conversion ".

"
••250 -^

Lost
Acquired for urban renewal, vacated, demolition

status unknown 275
Demolished 2530^
Voluntary abandonment in clearance areas 100-
Old buildings becoming vacant and unavailable l^OQ -^

IO05

Net Loss in "Vacant Available" Units 58

Vacant Available Units (estimated to exist at end of

1966) 2060

1. Based on population loss of 8^00 and 2.5 persons per dwelling
unit: half-way between BRA city-wide figure of 2.9 and a figure
of 2.1 based on South End relocation cases.
2. Ten per cent of the 21 building permits issued in the city
were issued in the South End. Allocating 10^ of total completed
rehabs (2100) would yield 210; assume higher ratio of rehab to
new building, so up the figure to 2^% of the building permits
issued in South End (750); estimate includes the U-U units BRA re-
ported as completed under Urban Renewal (10, Table 5).
3. Conversions (making new dwelling units in same building) out-
numbered margers (reducing the number of dwelling units in a
building) by 8:1 throughout Boston (4065 to 805): 2,p.31). The
same ratio pro-rated to South End would yield net gain of 250.
^. Very conservative estimate based on spot checks of dwelling
units and buildings abandoned prior to formal relocation steps
being initiated.
5. Based on an assumed rate of the onset of "unusability" among
substandard units of 2% per year, which seems conservative given
the average age of the housing stock (100 yrs., BRA estimate:
8,R-56/R-212 (a)(2), p. 3) and the 20^ of the stock scheduled for
clearance (and hence not as apt to be maintained).
6. 1966 data are not available on the rent levels of the avail-
able units (though text describes factors forcing rents up).
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APPENDIX A

TABLE III

CHANGE IN STAIIDARD AVAILABLE VACANCIES: I96O-66
Data based on I967 BRA Housing Study (2)

Estimated number of standard vacancies In i960 /cj.nl

(30^ of 2,121)
^^°

Estimated yearly rate of entry Into substandard
2

condition 1^
'i

Estimated drop in ntimber of standard units, I96O-66 1250-^

Estimated number returned to standard by rehabilitation,
j^

1960-66 137
Estimated net reduction in standard units, I96O-66 III3

Percent net reduction applied to vacancies 2?^-^

Net decrement in standard available vacancies, I96O-66 295

ESTII1ATED NUMBER OP STANDARD AVAILABLE VACANCIES , I96O-66 3^5*^

1. The percent of "vacant available" units x^hich were standard was
estimated as follows: the ^ substandard units in "vacant avail-
able" units was 30% higher than in total dwelling units (32/o vs.

21,^, Tables VII and VIII, reference 2); pro-rating this differen-
tial to the South End would mean 92:;?~of the "vacant available"
units are substandard {l^^Oof 55^ - Table IX, 2); to be conserva-
tive a figure of 70^ was used instead of 92;^.

2. With a housing stock averaging nearly 100 years old, a 1% per
year figure again seems conservative; note that 2% was assumed
as the "unusability rate" In Table II; this difference in assump-
tions is based on the fact that most standard housing is occupied
and is, therefore, better maintained; but once housing is already
substandard and is more apt to be vacant, the maintenance is un-
doubtedly reduced.
3. The 7% drop {1% per year) was applied (compoixnded yearly) to
the roughly 18,000 units of housing in the South End (Table IX, 2).
^. See note #1 in Table II of this report.
5. There were approximately 2,000 available vacancies in I96O, and
^5% of these (90O) were standard (Table IX, 2); assuming that over
the 7-year period these standard units (which are circulating, of
course) deteriorate (go substandard) to the same degree as Boston^s
overall stock of available vacancies was substandard in I96O (i.e.,
32^, Table VII, 2); then subtract 5"^ as a conservative factor —
taking, therefore, 27,"^.

6. 27? of 1100 units (the net reduction in standard units over the
7-year period) yields 295 units.
7. The estimated number of standard available vacancies in I966 is
obtained by subtracting the net reduction in standard units among
vacancies over the 7-year period (295) from the estimated number
for i960 (640), with the result being 3^5 units.
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